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owner lost not only his cattle, but, shortly after, his eyes to

boot. The chapel received gifts in silver, and gifts in gold,
"crouns," and "ceptres," and "

chalysses:" there grew up
around it, rainly through. the resort of pilgrims, a hamlet,

which, in the times of Edward the First, contained a numer

ous population, and to which Henry the Third granted an

annual fair. At length the age of the Reformation arrived;

Henry the Eighth seized on the gold. and silver; Bishop Lat

imer broke down the well; the pilgrimages ceased; the ham

let disappeared; the fair, after lingering on till the year 1'784,

disappeared also; and St. Keneim's, save that the ancient

chapel still survived, became exactly such. a scene of wild

woodland solitude as it had been ere the boy-prince fell under

the knife of the assassin. The drama of a thousand years
was over when, some time about the close of the last century,
a few workmen, engaged in excavating the foundations of the

ruined monastery of Winchcomb, in which, according to the

monkish chroniclers, the body of the young prince had been

interred near that of his father, lighted on a little stone coffin,

beside a larger, which lay immediately under the great eastern

window of the church. They raised the lid. There rested

within, a little dust, a few fragments of the more solid bones,

a hall-grown human skull tolerably entire, and beside the

whole; and occupying half the length of the little coffin, lay a

long-bladed knife, converted into a brittle oxide, which fell in

pieces in the attempt to remove it. The portion of the story

that owed its existence to the monks had passed into a little

sun-gilt vapor; but here was there evidence corroborative of

its truthful nucleus surviving still.

I reached the nearest summit in the Clent range, and found

it an oblong grassy level, many acres in extent, bounded on

the right by a secluded valley that opens among the hills,
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